
 

 

Week 9  

 

SLW Black – No Article 

 

SLW Blue  

Blue faced Black in a cross-town finish to the RVFL regular season. Maniatis took the opening 
snap for a 40 yard Blue TD behind blocks from Duggan, Byrne, Winters, Rodriguez and Kocka. 
LaPonte followed quickly with a beautiful bootleg fake for a 30 yard score sprung by a crushing 
block from Sroka. Defensively, M. Straight and Skrzynski funneled opposing runners into the 
teeth of Kekatos and Pope. A timely Mrozik fumble recovery sealed another 5th quarter shut out 
for Blue. Likewise, Blue secured another 4 Quarter shutout (22-0). D. Straight (2) and O’Brochta 
(1) continued their scoring ways on handoffs from Jones, while Stolarek, Emery and Bell had 
top performances in the trenches. Spencer, Dauber, Kwiecinski and Cumbee stood out 
defensively, and Adamo, Scianna, Michaels and Willis racked up tackles in bunches. Scianna 
recorded a safety for the defense to round out a perfect Blue afternoon.  

 

LW Black – No Article 

 

LW Blue 

LW Blue finished strong with a 12-0 victory over in-house rival LW Black. Despite the constant 
downpour, Blue turned in another strong performance. The offensive line of Jordan, DeJulius, 
Michaels, Jaber, Villa, and Stilp controlled the line of scrimmage. Blue scored twice as tough 
runs from VTeodoro (TD) and Fitzpatrick ground down LW Black while JWright (TD) flashed his 
speed on the outside. Defensively, Belavich caused a fumble and recorded another sack.  
JWright, Jaber, Page, Franklin, DeJulius, VJTeodoro, Michaels, Fitzpatrick, VTeodoro, Bragiel, 
and Robinson all contributed tackles in a total team effort which shut down LW Black’s running 
game. 5thQBlue lost a tough battle to the LW Black squad 7-0.  Tremblay and Wiechers found 
running room behind the blocking of Eul, Rekart, Nelson, Groen, Falejczyk, and PNikolic.  A 
goal line stand from the whole squad and a strong defensive effort from Phaby, Paull, Simon, 
Rekart, and Bell kept Blue in the game.  



 

LW White 

After a lightening delay, Sam Paliga was able to start the game with a great kickoff. Jelley, 
Hackett, Turner and Guzy tackled the Griffins until the ball was turned over on downs. Lublow 
began to advance toward the goal only to be stopped by the rain once again. Mother Nature 
was unable to prevent him from getting that ball into the end zone.  He would repeat that 
process two more times. Burks was credited with running in a PAT and scoring a touchdown. 
Griffins’ drives were halted by Lizak, Danny Paliga, Polad, Jack Bruns, Edwards, Looper, James 
and Matthew Bruns. Lublow’s passes to Tomczak and Burks were on target; as were his 
transfers to Ronza. The kickoff return team of Tomczak, VanderKooi, Burks, Lemons, Vaundry, 
Lizak, Glatz, Jack Bruns and Danny Paliga did a great job. Excellent blocking was provided by 
Murray, Turner, Hawkinson, Gold and Hackett. Edwards hustled down the field to chase down a 
runner. Fifth quarter action included an amazing 40 yard touchdown run by Edwards and 
Polad’s bootleg TD. 

 

JV Black – No Article 

 

JV Blue – No Reporter 

 

JV White 

Carr, Sedlak, Huguelet, Bruns, O’Connell, Moore, Garcia, Russo, Zelenika, Schmidt and 
Rodriguez delivered the hits that prevented the Griffins from moving the ball. Tomczak 
intercepted one pass; Gritzenbach broke up another. Bachler flew down the field scoring two 
touchdowns and carrying in one PAT. Morrissey also had a great running game that resulted in 
two touchdowns. Caitteo carried well. Pollack and Manning would also bring the ball home. 
McDermed and Criscione ran in PAT’s; Rodriguez kicked one for two points. 

 

V Black  

The Varsity Black Falcons and Varsity Blue Falcons ended their regular season with a head-to-
head match-up in a monsoon at Aleck Field.   Black jumped out early recovering an opening 
onside kick, and scoring on their first drive.   Max Shafer and Brett Melby plowed through the 
mud behind Captain Jake Taylor leading the blocking, with Melby scoring from the five.   
 Linebackers Daniel Stewart and Alex Panning held Blue scoreless in the first half.   Blue started 
the scoring in the second half on a run by Quarterback Jake Jansto.    Black blocked the 
ensuing extra point attempt.  The remainder of the half was played in the middle of the mud bog, 



with both teams fighting to just hold on to the ball.   Blue amazingly completed a few passes to 
Jeremy Nelson, Conor Alexa, and Luke Bragiel despite the mud.     With five minutes to play, 
the Black offense settled in and steadily drove the length of the field with Alex Panning running 
in for a score with a minute remaining.    Both teams fought hard in the eighth graders final 
home game as Falcons, with Black walking away with a 13-6 victory.   

 

 

V Blue 

Falcons Blue clashed and lost a defensively dominated game against Black, on a field of mud.  
Black recovered the on-side kick starting the game and scored.    After driving down the field on 
fourth and long, an amazing, sliding catch by Bragiel resulted in a Blue first down.  A determined 
run by Ostrowski gave Blue great field position, but Blue did not see the end zone.   Bryant 
started the second half with a great kick return.  An incredible touchdown run by Jansto put Blue 
on the scoreboard (7-6).  Crushing tackles in the backfield by Alexa, Bragiel, Nelson, and 
Ostrowski prevented Black from marching down the field.  The defensive line was a brick wall 
(Ciciura, Crespo, Garbacz, Marrietti, and McGinn) throughout the second half.  With a minute of 
play remaining, Black scored to win 13-6.  Blue celebrated anyway by belly diving through the 
mud!! 

 

V White 

The temperature was low but Varsity White spirit was high. As the last regular season game 
started, Varsity White was geared up for a win. The opening kickoff saw a ball recovery by 
Muhammad and Falcons took control.  The very next play was a touchdown by Binder with the 
extra point good by McCormick. 

Defense held the Jr. Griffins with tackles by Muhammad, Russo, Gold, Parkinson, Zavis, Burton, 
Weaver, and Walsh. The offense gained control and Kaminski scores. Falcons ahead 16-0 
going into the second quarter. Offense led the way into the second quarter behind the mighty 
line of Diehl, Bierman, Zavis, Russo, Sottosanto, Farhoud and McCormick. Running up the field 
Weaver, Muhammad, McCormick, Kaminski and ending with another touchdown by Binder. The 
extra point is good going into the half Falcons lead 24-6. Third and fourth quarters saw some 
rising stars with great running by Bierman, Harper, Zavis, Lantz, Byrne, Brozovic and Burton. 
Weaver scores for the Falcons and the extra point by McCormick is good again. White is ahead 
32-6. Defense was once again strong with QB sack by Lantz and big tackles by Harris, 
Muhammad, McCormick, Weaver, Hackett and Batson. The Falcons Hold strong and beat the 
Jr. Griffins 32-6 

 

 


